Damage Prevention Day 2022 Write-Up
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The 16th June was a glorious day that saw over 100 people get together at the Jaguar Experience
Centre in the West Midlands for the annual National Damage Prevention Day hosted by LSBUD.
The event, focused on all things damage prevention, was supported by key stakeholders across the
industry, with representatives from contractors, agricultural contracts, communications experts and
asset owners themselves, as well as a range of exhibitors with damage prevention products and
services.
The day started in fine style as HS2’s Compliance Manager, Amanda Chamen, gave the conference
keynote, explaining their unique challenges in a highly educational and entertaining manner. The
consistent reduction in strike incidents across the course of this colossal project is remarkable and
a testament to the hard work and honesty of the HS2 team in measuring, reporting and reviewing
incidents in the drive to prevent injuries and damage.
An excellent line-up of speakers followed including John Pickford of Portsmouth Water, Caroline
Hurford-Jones from Sopra Steria, Graham Law from CIMPA and Alex Clift from Fisher German, the
range of topics covered major infrastructure projects all the way through to automation and modelling
through to modern agricultural practices. The keynote speaker, Perry McCarthy, aka “The Original Stig”
presented a fascinating session on the link of risk management between high level motorsport and the
utility industry.
One of the main outcomes from the day is networking with others, learning about new ideas/products
and taking best practice back to the workplace so roundtable discussions are always a key feature
of the event. During these sessions, an open Sli.do session was run, allowing all parties to share their
thoughts openly. With some multiple choice options, as well as free text, the results are summarised in
the digest below. Please excuse the odd typo from those that were inputting from their mobile phones
- we felt it was important for that section to have the actual responses without any editing.
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The consistent themes were:
1. All stakeholders (asset owners and those working near their assets) made it very clear that access
to asset mapping data must be available for all, not just statutory undertakers and their supply
chain.
		 a.
		
		
		

Engaging with those people on a consistent basis was mentioned several times throughout
the day- firstly how to approach them initially but also how to keep the message clear on a
recurring basis. This is exacerbated when considering the 150+ new people registering for
the first time every day on LSBUD.

2. In respect to data improvements needed from current processes,, the accuracy is now agreed to be
the highest priority, over access, quality and completeness.
3. Whilst processes are important, improving on site behaviour, competence and culture is critical.
4. Improving the standards to which assets are installed, in particular within the
telecoms sector, but also for harder to locate assets such as plastic pipes
would be a significant improvement.
5. Procurement teams have much to answer for, in terms of driving down
cost and not understanding the value in taking longer to work safely.
6. Telecoms and water networks, although being responsible for the
highest volumes of searches, are the least generous (with
notable exclusions that are signed up to LSBUD such as Neos
Networks, Zayo, Portsmouth Water, etc.) in terms of sharing
data with other sectors that need to work around their assets.
7. It was also pleasing to see that LSBUD, from both the asset owner
and contractor perspective, was cited as the most successful
measure undertaken to reduce damages. We will not rest on our laurels!
Thank you again to all our speakers, exhibitors, delegates, supporters
and to Perry McCarthy and the Jaguar Centre, both of whom have been
booked for over 2.5 years whilst we haven’t been able to get everyone
in the same room.
We have already started planning next year’s event, (albeit after
we’re finished hearing all the good news from the industry during
National Safe Digging Week w/c 4th July) so please do let us
know if you’d like to be involved or if you’ve got any ideas!
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Who should have access to asset
mapping data?
With a whopping 96% of the votes, it is very
clear that the experts in the room, asset owner
and contractors alike, believe that EVERYONE
should have access to mapping data, not just the
statutory undertakers and professional users.
Half of the 96% thought it should be open to all
and half thought that the asset owners should
have discretion.
Interestingly, access to all accords with LSBUD’s
‘safe digging for all’ tagline but is distinctly at
odds with the Geospatial Commission’s view on
who should have access.

What is the one thing you would
change to help reduce damages?
Whilst increased budgets were again a clear
measure to improve damage prevention
performance, as well as improved competence
of those locating on site, the clear leaders were
increased competence for those excavating on
site with 36% and improved accuracy of asset
records with 28% - accounting for 2/3 of the
votes.
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Comments from ‘Other’
Improved locating

Improved knowledge and interpretation of asset drawings by third parties.
Improved details of work provided by third parties to allow asset owners to
carry out a considered review and timely response.
Plenty of competence and training available for locating. Assets will never
be 100% correct as “people” put them in the ground and do they it right. The
person excavating needs to be fully aware of the planning and process……essentially they are the final hold point.
Improved use of technology to bring plans (and assets) to life in the field.

Improved planning/process

Improved focus on planning and procedures.
Improved technologies as engineering controls/barriers to remove human
error factor.

Better sharing

Shallow fibre a serious issue. Example given of a strike on a Virgin asset that
was only just below the turf.
Improved workmanship in terms of installing assets underground to recognised standards / guidelines.
All newly laid utilities such as poly mains and services to have a trace line.

Improved on site training/
behaviour

They are fundamental in stop/go process, everything else is a protection but
these are the people who can cause or prevent an incident.
All newly laid utilities such as poly mains and services to have a trace line.
Drive safe behaviours to impact attitude Tackle risk perception and tolerance
in relation to service avoidance.
Key to get this captured and to those who are working in the field.
Age, attitude, techno adverse.
If the ground workers on new building sites where given more training.
Competency standards are often directly proportionate to the resources allocated from start to finish of an endeavour. Proper resourcing would certainly
empower those with a duty of care to ensure that competency is effectively
managed throughout.
Information available in multiple languages.
Improve the competence of using a cat and genny.

Better data

Behavior change is equally important but improving the data quality I see as
most important.
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Best thing your organisation has done
Engagement with industry
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Joined LSBUD.
Responsive to enquiries.
Lsbud and training.
Joined LSBUD.
Improve communication to those working on site.
Arrange site visits at earliest convenience to discus buried assets. Meeting with landowners and organisations.
LSBUD use and knowledgeable workforce.
Becoming member of LSBUD has definitely directed people to us who may never have made contact in the past.
Also, specific policy change in reaction to incidents in the past has prescribed more specific guidance and mandated
supervision for certain tasks, which has come at a cost.
LSBUD alerts for searches undertaken near high pressure / strategic assets.
Using Lsbud.
Training our people to give effective plant protection advice.
Educating landowners.
Share infrastructure data via an easily accessible web app.
Improvement in relationships with working parties.
Improved safe working procedure guidance for third parties allowing .
competent resource to focus on detailed technical jobs.
Service Avoidance Campaigns and panel reviews involving lessons learnt and
root cause analysis.
Raise awareness of the dangers involved.
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Press and policy
• On site audit.
• Change permit procedure to include hold points.
• Started to really investigate root cause not just blame and look for scapegoat BUT only those issues we know of.........!😎
• More focus on planning when working in areas with services.
• Create a robust procedure and create permit to dig document that can more on photons with marking rather just relying
on STATS drawings.
• Speak, listen, hear and act.
• PAS128 implementation.
• Improve and adapt the permit.
• Site leadership presence from different levels of the organisation to support the effective use of safe digging practices.
Deployment to every location of an asset representative.
• Be engaged in exploring avenues for improvement and continual learning. Sit on NH safety hub working groups.
Training and competence
• In depth plant location training.
• Improved locator training Use of What 3 Words for site locating.
• A Behavioural Programme.
• More training for our staff.
• Introduced Service Strike Mock Trials across the wider industry.
• Behaviour conversation.
• Education of teams.
• Education - at all levels appropriate to the work being undertaken.
• Specific practical Genny & CAT training for our teams which teaches them a systematic method of locating underground
assets.
• Training and procedure updates (both proactive and reactive). Employ experienced contractor for all service locating
which is embedded within project Buried Service procedure.
• Education safe digging.
• Allocate proper funding to competency.
• In the process of designing a safe digging techniques , excavating banksman bespoke course for all MU operative.s
• Translation of safe dig documents/prompt tools for foreign workers.
• Pre planning & training gor (sic) operational teams.
• No applicable BUT I use my knowledge to ensure delegates are made aware of availability.
• Designated SHOC training. A useful permit to break ground. Regular briefings on underground services.
• Regular tool box talks.
• Introducing training around cat and genny usage outside of the streetwork qualification.
• Using gCAT4 and CAT Manager Online data analysis.
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What keeps you up at night?
Engagement
•
•

People not using the the LSBUD website before digging.
Lack of comms and associated processes.

Processes and procedures
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Lack of accurate asset location plans.
What goes unreported in terms of close calls that could have caused issues or corners cut where we get away with it.
Loss of control through contracting and sub-contracting process. Educating older workers to adopt modern safety.
methods. Too much knowledge tied up with individuals, rather than in a future proofed data base. Pressure of SLAs,
pressure of time aren’t always in line with safe working. Feint, inconclusive readings from the CAT Poorly marked and
recorded assets.
Emergency repairs out of hours.
Concern over time/production pressures afforded to teams.
Probably the unknown - so not the people here who may he industry leads and take a keen interest, it’s the thousands of
people and companies that we don’t know and who don’t know us.
Having too many “information only” enquiries to filter through alongside full planned works enquiries where advice is
needed. Dedicating the right resource in the right area.
Services not laid as per drawings.

General
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

That service strikes are still happening and there is no one silver bullet.
Potential for injury.
People not going home after work.
The potential of pipeline strikes on owned assets.
The impact on those who may find an unknown asset.
Not being kept up to date.
Night/Emergency work.
Death by a utility strike.
What don’t I know is happening.
The real and present that underground services present to our workforce, and the general public when not managed
properly.
The unknown… what’s out there that we just don’t know about?
Knowing there are still people out there that will dig without checking.
Cowboy sun contractors.
HV Cable strikes.
BANG!
Safety of teams excavating.
That call, even when all best practices have been used.
Emergency works on call out.
Poorly planned and executed intrusive works that may affect the our underground assets.
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What is the most important thing to focus on
in terms of asset data?

We don’t need to say much on the above. Accuracy is the clear leader.
The UK Power Networks Feedback Tool, launched in 2020 and available to all through LSBUD, was
designed with this is mind and we look forward to people putting the theory into reality through this
project.
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Following the round-table discussion we had a really useful and insightful Q&A session with the room.
The power of these round-table sessions should never be underestimated. It allows for industry to get
together in a safe environment to bring best practice ideas, concerns, and suggestions to support safe
digging for all.
The main themes that came out of this years Q&A session are:
- Telecoms and water highlighted as the biggest users but least generous sharers!
- Resource challenge and organisational amnesia
- Depth of services installed a key problem

THANK YOU ONCE AGAIN FOR SUPPORTING THE NATIONAL DAMAGE PREVENTION DAY 2022
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